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NETWORK SECURITY  

ASSIGNMENT 0: 

INCORPORATING SECURITY INTO THE NETWORK FILESYSTEM          

Goals:

 

1. To setup client and server communication over a secure channel after 
authentication. 

2. Modify each protocol message to ensure that the NFS message 
exchanges are secure from snooping, tampering, replay, masquerading 
and fraudulent serving. 
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Framework:

 
The software’s used for the implementation are 

1. User Mode Linux 
2. User Land Network File System 
3. Openssl libraries.   

Implementation details:  

 

Hacking the Kernel Network File System calls: 

  

The user requests for mounting and accessing the remote file system are 
passed to the kernel. The kernel sends the requests corresponding to remote file 
system accesses to nfs daemon running on the server side. To add security into the 
nfs-calls, we need to hack the kernel requests, thereby enabling us to modify the 
arguments being sent across to the server. That is we can apply encryption, 
integrity check to the commands and data being sent. 

For this purpose, we add a proxy process that runs on client side. It 
intercepts kernel requests for accessing the remote file system. It first packs the 
arguments passed by the kernel using XDR routines. It calculates MAC using 
md5. It passes the data after encrypting using RC4 to the server using a tcp 
connection. 

The nfs server running on the remote system on receiving the arguments 
from the client first decrypts the received arguments to obtain the arguments in 
XDR encrypted 1form. It then checks messages integrity. Finally applying XDR 
decryption obtains the plain text arguments. The nfs daemon then processes the 
received arguments and returns the result to the client. This interface is depicted 
in the diagram given below. 

The keys used for RC4 encryption are generated using the Key Generation 
Procedure explained in the section titled Key Establishment and Management. 
Mount request are also handled similarly. We have integrated both of this into 
same package. 

Now to make kernel to pass request to proxy process, we modify mount 
command like mount 127.0.0.1:144.16.67.8:/mnt   /local.  This command will 
mount /mnt  on 144.16.67.8  on /local. Here is list of process and their abstraction 

 

rpc.m_proxy: Process running on client machine, intercepts the mount call. 

 

rpc.proxy: Process running on client machine, intercepts the nfs- calls. 

 

rpc.nfsd: Process running on server machine that serves the nfs-requests 

 

rpc.mountd: Process running on server machine that serves the mount-request 
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Key Establishment and Management:

 

The key establishment phase is used to establish a session key between the 
client and server systems involved in the Network File System accesses. This 
Session key is used for encrypting the data being transferred across the network 
between the client and server systems in the Secure File System implementation. 
It is assumed that there exists a RSA public key- private key pair for each system 
connected to the network file system. We use the Diffie Hellman Algorithm for 
establishing a session key between the client and server systems. The keys are 
stored in “/etc/mount_keys” files. “/etc/mount_info” file is used to keep mapping 
between file handle and ip-address of nfs-server. Proxy process will require this 
information to send request to appropriate server. 
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To protect against the Man in Middle Attack we use Authenticated Diffie 
Hellman as shown above. This is achieved by exchanging the Diffie Hellman 
Values encrypted with the other side’s Public Key. Thus only the corresponding 
entity, which has the private key, shall be able to decrypt and other sides Diffie 
Hellman value and generate the session key. 

  

Figure: Session Key establishment using authenticated Diffie Hellman Algorithm.   

 

Cryptographic File System:

  

In the Cryptographic File System, we encrypt the files as they are written to 
the disk and decrypt them for the authentic user when reading. Additionally, the 
file and directory names are encrypted and written. That is the files in the 
directories (as well as their pathname components) are transparently encrypted 
and decrypted with the specified key without further user intervention. The 
encryption algorithm used here is RC4. The key used for this purpose is obtained 
as follows:  

AES (fix-key) (uid || file system id || file id)

  

Thus as the key is generated using the file owner and other file related 
information, each file has unique key. This will prevent from a possible attack 
whereby if an intruder having the same plaintext file, as an encrypted file of some 
other user can get rc4-sequence for other user. If we do not generate the key based 
on the file parameters then such an attack is an imminent possibility. We use AES 
with fixed key, so that nobody can generate rc4 key knowing uid, file id and file 
system id. 
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